Carney Forensics
Digital Forensic Services

E-mail: info@carneyforensics.com
Web: www.carneyforensics.com
Office: 651.695.1757

PRICE SHEET
Initial Phone Consultation (30 minutes):

No Charge

Pick-up and Delivery in Twin Cities Area:

No Charge

Digital Forensic Examiner Rate:

$325 / hour

Project Manager / Evidence Technician Rate:

$100 / hour

Our forensic examiners work collaboratively with clients to assure they have the information to weigh the costs and
benefits to make good decisions about evidence outcomes for their cases and investigations.
Computer Imaging Fees
Hard Drive

$750 Flat Fee

Forensic image and verification of one (1) storage device off site at Carney Forensics lab facilities not to exceed 1TB
(1000GB), including 3 months of secure storage for image (physical media is returned to the client). Also includes Files
List spreadsheet by e-mail. If image exceeds 1TB, an additional charge of $100 will be charged. This price includes Chain
of Custody documentation. Encrypted hard drive with encryption key, an additional charge of $250. Encrypted hard drive
without encryption key is time and material.
SD Card / Memory Card / USB Flash or Thumb Drive

$350 Flat Fee

Forensic image and verification of one (1) storage device off site at Carney Forensics lab facilities not to exceed 128GB,
including 3 months of secure storage for image (physical media is returned to the client). Also includes Files List
spreadsheet by e-mail. If image exceeds 128GB, an additional charge of $50 will be charged. This price includes Chain of
Custody documentation.
Shipping: UPS or FedEx ground shipping of media to or from MN is standard. If client wants faster shipping, we will
calculate rates and bill client for costs.
Mobile Device, Computer, or Cloud Examination

$325 / hour

Estimated time to examine a mobile device is 8 to 12 hours off-site at Carney Forensics lab facilities. If there are no
difficulties with power, data port, password, encryption, or phone damage, charges will be close to 8 hours. If the goal of
examination includes obtaining deleted data or specialty mobile app data, additional hours may be required. Minimum
charge is eight hours.
Expert Witness Courtroom Testimony
$325 / hour
Our hourly rate applies to trial preparation and courtroom testimony for trial, hearing, or deposition. It includes waiting time
and actual time testifying or performing forensic services in a courtroom setting. Minimum charge is four hours.
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